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Enter PokeDX
DeFi Made Simple

The future is here – and it’s called PokeDX

PokeDX is bringing sophisticated trading capabilities to DeFi by rethinking how DEX 

aggregators operate. We founded the project on the belief that everyone should be able to 

benefit from DeFi. In a way, we are helping the world become decentralised by accelerating the 

adoption of DeFi through PokeDX: The ultimate trading protocol for a decentralised future.

DeFi is disrupting traditional finance

Mission

Our mission is to accelerate the world’s 

adoption of DeFi. By doing this we help 

people around the world to (1) control their 

wealth, (2) hedge against FIAT inflation and 

(3) ultimately gain financial freedom.

Vision

Our vision is to be the leading DeFi trading 

platform. Period. In our journey to achieve 

this, we are democratising finance with tools 

that allow anyone to participate in DeFi,  

regardless of their race, religion, or income.

Traditional financial institutions have played essential roles in mediating and structuring 

economic transactions for centuries. In recent years, however, as we have moved into 

the digital economy, DeFi has quickly become the arena where the most exciting financial 

innovation is occuring. DeFi is already disrupting traditional finance through revolutionary 

products that expand the financial freedom of the average user. PokeDX is the next disruption.

PDX is a reflect token on 
the Binance Smart Chain

Max supply

30M

Audited smart contracts 
with excellent results

Audited by

TechRate

Fair launch on 
september 16th

Holders

1800+

Value proposition

Access all DEX 
liquidity in one place

Distraction free 
trading experience

Easy to use

We find the best prices across DEXs and 
combine them into one trade to save you 
time and money on every swap.

0
1

Whereas most dapps rely on ad revenue, 
we decided to keep PokeDX completely 
ad-free. Instead, we will feature tokens that 
contribute to the ecosystem.

0
3

Current trading platforms are cluttered 
and unintuitive. PokeDX is designed for 
mainstream adoption. We believe that the 
key for adoption is simplicity. Cleaner tools 
make better trades.

0
4

No KYC
The tedious effort of registration, KYC, 
and paying the associated fees rapidly 
makes centralised exchanges an obsolete 
option. Simply connect to PokeDX and trade 
straight from your wallet.

0
2

Timing is everything (and the time is now)
Automated Market Makers (AMMs) are the underlying protocols of all decentralised exchanges 

(DEXs). Aggregators are emerging in response to users’ need for better usability and 

convenience. Aggregation services can be described as the pricerunners of DeFi, and are 

expected to continue gaining a bigger share of the trading volume at the expense of AMMs like 

PancakeSwap or Uniswap. PokeDX source liquidity from multiple DEXs, saving users both time 

and money by comparing quotes to offer the best execution price.
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The worlds most advanced trading experience

Go Premium Tools for teams

The PokeDX membership tiers are built 

around a “hold to access” model, which 

means that users won’t have to pay a 

monthly fee to maintain access. The chart 

below illustrates how the membership tiers 

will look once we move out of beta. The 

information provided is subject to change.

Whereas users will be able to gain access 

to PokeDX simply by holding PDX in their 

wallet, tools for teams (LP locker, API 

endpoints etc.) will be available mainly on a 

pay-per-use basis. This approach will help 

ensure a consistent flow of transactions and 

contribute to stakeholder rewards and LP.

We have set out to build the most advanced trading experience for Binance Smart Chain (BSC) 

and beyond, bringing together realtime charts, sophisticated trading capabilities (aggregated 

swaps, limit orders, trailing stop-losses, derivatives and cross-chain swaps) in addition to 

portfolio management and token discovery in a beautiful UI.

DeFi 2.0

Next level trading

1 Realtime charts and price data

PokeDX uses TradingView’s industry leading 

software for financial charts. See realtime price 

charts for any token on Binance Smart Chain. 

We will continue to build features on top of the 

charts in the months to come.

2 Trade all DEXs at once

PokeDX aggregates offers from multiple DEXes 

to ensure that you always receive the best 

price when swapping tokens. We also use 

Smart Order Routing to split up large trades to 

minimise gas costs and slippage.

3 Watchlist feature

Are you keeping an eye on multiple projects? 

Our watchlist feature makes it easy to watch 

multiple tokens at once. We currently support 

one watchlist, but will be expanding the feature 

to support multiple watchlists.

4 Transaction feed

Transactions are streamed in real-time with 

no delay via websocket technology (same tech 

Meta uses for Messenger). See transactions 

for all token pairs or filter by selected pair only. 

More features will be added over time.

5 Links and socials

Listed projects benefit from a richer dashboard 

including links to social media in addition 

to a live Twitter feed. The contract address, 

holders and transaction links to bscscan.com is 

displayed for all tokens by default.

6 Vote on tokens

Giving users the ability to vote on how they 

feel about projects is the first of many social 

features on PokeDX. Our long-term goal 

includes a livechat (exclusive to holders of the 

given token) as well as NFTs and much more.

Current DEX features
We are pushing updates to the app (almost) every week!
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Next quarter
Upcoming features on PokeDX

Portfolio dashboard

We are currently working on a simple-yet-clear 

dashboard that will enable users to track their 

portfolio in a unified interface. The initial version 

will be simple, but we will be adding more 

complex features, such as P&L analysis, top 

gainers, top loosers and much more over time.

Multiple watchlists

Watchlists may be used for saving, listing & 

scrolling through a number of tokens. Multiple 

watchlists are useful if you have more than one 

trading system or portfolio, or  if you want to 

analyze assets on different chains separately.

Export trade history

This feature has been requested by community 

members and picked out for development. It will 

allow users to export their tranaction history, 

either for a single token or for the entire wallet.

Wallet tracking

Track the movements of other wallets with 

ease. Premium users will also be able to plot the 

trades of tracked wallets on the chart.

Limit orders

The PokeDX Limit Order Protocol is now in 

development and will enable limit orders. A 

PokeDX limit order is an order placed into a 

centralized PokeDX database through the 

PokeDX dApp. Stop-losses and trailing stop 

orders will be added next.

Liquidity locker

Existing locks lack critical functionality, which 

has inspired our solidity developer (and co-

founder) to write a better solution, which will 

allow for time extentions before expiration and 

even an option to burn the locked tokens.

The ultimativ

Strategy

The strategy of PokeDX is to enter on the fastest-growing blockchain 

(BSC) and remain there while building the core functionality. This will 

be done by delivering on the roadmap while iterating the application 

based on user feedback, and then expand to other Ethereum Virtual 

Machine (EVM) compatible blockchains. The process will happen as 

fast as possible to capture market share and establish our position as 

the one-stop trading solution for DeFi.
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As the project matures, and more liquidity is added from native ecosystem mechanics (ie pay-

per-use features, sponsored tokens, listings etc.) reflections to holders will double from two to 

four percent. The chart below illustrates how automatic liquidity generation will be phased 

out in favour of higher reflections to PDX holders.

Innovative taxation

The following categorisation will help existing and future token holders to understand the 

mechanics of PDX based on its role, purpose and features. Each role has a key purpose, as 

depicted in the table below:

PDX token mechanics

Role

Right

Function

Currency

Tax

Earnings

Purpose

Bootstraping engagement

Enriching user experience

Frictionless transactions

Skin in the game

Distributing benefits

Feature(s)

Product usage, product access, influence

Unlock features, save on fees, incentives

Unit of access, payment unit

Reflection, automatic liquidity

Profit sharing

Tokens are multi-purpose instruments 

and PDX is no exception. The PDX token 

is a unit of value created to help PokeDX 

self-govern whilst empowering users (and 

other stakeholders) to interact with its 

products. Furthermore, it will facilitate the 

distribution and sharing of rewards and 

revenues to stakeholders once the staking 

contract is deployed next year.

Utility token

Token distribution

100% of the max supply (30m 

PDX) is also the circulating supply, 

as we did not have any private 

sale or timelocks on team tokens. 

The launch on September 16th, 

2021 was a fair launch with no up-

front marketing on the teams part. 

90%
of the total supply 

was sent to 
PancakeSwap (v2)

90% is circulating

We have set out to build a 

financially self-sustainable 

ecosystem, which is why we 

did not reserve any tokens for 

marketing and other activities.

Tokenomics

Powered by $PDX

Automatic liquidity (2%) Reflection to holders (2%)
Provides users with perpetual entry and exit liquidity by programatically 

taking 2% of each transaction and adding it to the PancakeSwap Liquidity 

Pool. This will be phased out in favor of higher reflections to PDX holders.

The reflection can be described as a constant dividend. The amount 

reflected is conditional upon the volume being traded and is distributed 

proportionally to all existing HODLers with every transaction. 

10%
of the total supply 

was allocated to core 
team members 

10% in team wallets

Each dev (founder and two co-

founders) received 900K PDX 

at the time of deployment. The 

last 300K PDX was sent to the 

PokeDX deployer address.

Max supply   30,000,000 PDX

Circulating supply  30,000,000 PDX

Team allocation  3,000,000 PDX

Minting   N

Max single tx   150,000 PDX (0.5%)

Fee on transfer  4%

Slippage   4.2-5%

Chain    Binance Smart Chain

Exchange   PancakeSwap V2

Liquidity locked Contract Verified
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Simply holding PDX tokens will grant the holder 

access to premium features and fee reductions. 

Once the Staking Pool is fully developed (and 

has completed extensive auditing) holding 

PDX will also bestow rights that result in voting 

and governance actions. As for now, we are in 

dialogue with holders in DEXTalks by PokeDX on 

Telegram.

The right

The function

PDX is an atomic unit of value in the PokeDX protocol, resulting in the creation of a micro-

economy within the ecosystem. The token serves both as a unit of access, and as a unit of 

payment (for PPU features, listing fees and sponsored tokens). Features aimed towards users 

will be accessible on a “hold to access” basis, whereas tools for teams will be pay-per-use 

(PPU). The PPU features will contribute to revenue generation (which will be shared with 

stakers and contribute to marketing, salaries etc.) as well as provide a consistent flow of 

transactions, ensuring more reflections to PDX holders as PokeDX penetrates the market.

The currency

Small amounts of PDX will be required for 

various activities within the protocol. As 

the project matures, PDX token holders 

will be able to use their PDX in an evolving 

number of ways, hereunder:

• Pay-per-use features

• Medium of exchange 

• Staking to participate in rewards

• Collateral for secondary tokens

• Participation in governance

The earnings

DeFi is fundamentally redefining how 

we think about organisations. Smart 

Contracts allows us to cooperate in 

a trustless, global environment with 

innovative mechanisms for stakeholder 

participation and rewards. By offering an 

investment into our revenue, instead of 

selling parts of PokeDX itself, investors will 

avoid any issues related to the lack of a 

legal framework for tokenized assets.

An equitable redistribution of the resulting increased value is part of what blockchain-

based models can enable. The PokeDX protocol will reward stakeholders based on their 

participation in the ecosystem. The diagram below shows how various features will 
contribute to the LP Staking Pool:

Staking Rewards

Simply provide liquidity and 

stake your Cake-LP tokens to 

participate. Single token staking 

will be added as a part of the 

farming protocol, which will be 

elaborated in a later update.

Team & Marketing

A quarter of the revenues will go 

towards PokeDX (for expanding 

the team/salaries/costs) to 

ensure our long-term success. 

Another 15% will be decicated for 

marketing and partnerships.

Ecosystem Revenues

Revenue distribution
A majority of the revenues generated from DEX fees, protocol fees and PPU features 

will be paid out to stakeholders as Staking Rewards.

25%
60%

15%

Stakers

Team

Marketing
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4th Phase
Atomic swaps

3rd Phase
Going cross chain

2nd Phase
Ecosystem development

1st Phase
Building out the core

The need for decentralised bridges will 

increase exponentially in the coming 

years. PokeDX will offer fully P2P cross-

chain swaps for select pairs as early as 

the end of 2022 to acommodate the 

growing demand.

Strategic Goals for 2022

• Triple the PokeDX team to 20+ people

• Get on Ethereum, Polygon and Solana

• Enter the NFT space (partnership TBA)

• Launch commercial API endpoints (data as a service)

2022-2023

Development Roadmap

Q3 2021 Q4 2021 Q1 2022 Q2 2022 Q3 2022 Q4 2022 Q1 2023 Q2 2023 Q3 2023 Q4 2023

4th Phase

3rd Phase

2nd Phase

1st Phase

Our main objective is to build out the core 

DEX experience, as described on page 3. 

We have made a lot of progress since the 

fair launch on september 16th and will 

continue to deliver on our roadmap until 

the core platform is fully operational. 

This phase is centered around ecosystem 

development, with features such as 

derivatives trading (options) and stop-

losses making their debuts. Staking to 

participate in Staking Rewards will also be 

possible towards the end of this phase.

The low fees and high trading volumes 

makes BSC the ideal place to develop 

our ecosystem before transitioning into 

a multi-chain protocol. We will be adding 

support for Ethereum, Polygon and 

Solana next year.
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Disclaimer

The PokeDX token is split into four contracts 

to make it easier to maintain the code and 

develop it further. The four contracts are:

This whitepaper does not constitute any investment advice, financial advice, trading advice or 

recommendation by PokeDX, its affiliates, or its respective developers, community managers, 

team members, agents, advisors or consultants on the merits of purchasing PDX tokens nor 

should it be relied upon in connection with any other contract or purchasing decision.

Caution regarding forward-looking statements

This whitepaper contains certain forward-looking statements regarding the business we 

operate that are based on the belief of PokeDX as well as certain assumptions made by and 

information available to PokeDX. 

Forward-looking statements, by their nature, are subject to significant risks and uncertainties. 

Forward-looking statements may involve estimates and assumptions and are subject to risks, 

uncertainties and other factors beyond our control and prediction. Accordingly, these factors 

could cause actual results or outcomes that differ materially from those expressed in the 

forward-looking statements. 

Any forward-looking statement speaks only as of the date of which such statement is made, 

we undertake no obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect events or 

circumstances after the date on which such statement is made or to reflect the occurrence of 

unanticipated events.

Smart Contracts

External audit by

TechRate

• Smart contract arthictecture breakdown

• Detailed rundown elaborating on the purpose and 

mechanics of each function in our main contract

• Direct link here

• Passed all checks

• TechRate found 0 high severity issues, 0 medium 

severity issues and just 1 low severity issue 

related to gas if the tax exclusion list grows too 

big (which won’t be an issue)

• Direct link here

Internal audit by

@0xSharp

$PDX Token Contract

Clean, audited code
Let’s stay in touch

Website pokedx.app

Email  yourfriends@pokedx.com

Telegram  t.me/dextalks

Twitter twitter.com/pokedxapp

Medium pokedx.medium.com

1. Tokenomics.sol  to edit fees

2. BaseRfiToken.sol reflections logic

3. Liquifier.sol  auto liquidity logic

4. PokeDX.sol  logic of PDX token
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https://pokedx.app/internal%20audit%20pdx.pdf
https://github.com/TechRate/Smart-Contract-Audits/blob/main/November/PokeDX%20Full%20Smart%20Contract%20Security%20Audit.pdf


Thank you for your interest in PokeDX


